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INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this study to ascertain if an 
intensive program in word analysis will increase achievement 
in reading and spelling. 
Two third grades in the same building were used as the 
basis of this study. The program was to consist of a ten 
minute daily exercise in word analysis. It was planned to 
have the exercises presented to the experimental group on 
fifty consecutive school days. 
Research seems to indicate that specific training in 
auditory and visual discrimination makes a definite contrl-
bution to reading and spelling. Many children profit by being 
given training in word ~nalysis. Many cases of reading 
difficulty have been helped by giving the children power to 
attack new words if this a.bili ty in them was lacking or poorly 
developed. 
1 
Donald D. Durrell says, 
"word analysis is an aggregate of transfer skill 
to be applied in reading as the need arises. 
Moreover, there are graded steps in acquisition 
of the several skills and certain levels of pro~ 
ficiency should be attained in different grades 
as a child progresses in his reading abilitv and 
finds new needs for analysis." ~ 
1/ Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
New York: World Book Co., 1940. P~ 202 
I 
\ 
I 
1 Paul McKee states, 
"While there is no intimation that phonetic 
training will do a perfect and complete job, 
there are ma1ny indications that the right phonics 
will be helpful in attacking new words of a 
phonetic character. There are, however, certain 
principles that the teacher must keep in mind as 
follows: 
1. Phonics is only one tool in attacking 
strange words. 
2. Phonetic analysis is not a method of 
teaching children to read. It is merely 
a tool to be used in recognizing new 
words. 
3. Drill in word analysis must not be 
emphasized to the point that the child 
fails to read for meaning. 
4. The phonetic training provided should 
be that which the child needs most in 
aotual reading situations. 
5. Training in phonics should occur out-
side the regular reading period." 
It may be concluded from these studies that specific 
training in word analysis ma1kes a definite contribution to 
reading achievement. 
1/ McKee, Paul, Reading and Literature in the Elementary School 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1934. pp. 192-93. 
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CHAPrER 1 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF THE EXPERTIIIfENT 
This study was part of a group plan to evaluate the effect~ 
iveness of a series of audio-visual exercises on reading and 
spelling. The exercises were selected from a service paper 
1 
written by Fossa , Sullivan, Kiernan, Kelley, O'Leary and 
2 
Smith • 
The vocabulary used in the exercises was taken from a Core 
ocabulary that was based on the Boston University Educational 
b linic Vocabulary for Primary Grades and a supplementary list 
f words that were common in at least three of nine basic 
eading systems. 
The members of the group met to discuss the number and 
inds of exercises each teacher would evaluate. It was de~ 
' 
ided that each teacher woJ .. l d use s ome exercises from each of 
he studies mentioned previously. 
It was decided to have the program extend for fifty con-
ecutive school days. The exercises were designed to take ten 
inutes of teaching time each day. Each teacher had fifty 
1 Geach, Ellen M., Fossa, Mary T., Sullivan, Eleanor E., 
Kiernan, Helen M., Kelley, Priscilla M., O'Leary, 
Kathleen M. i "K.xercises for Word Analysis in Grades II 
and III", Unpublished Service Paper, Boston 
University, 1949. 
Smith, Esther P., "Visual and Auditory Discrimination Exer-
cises for Grade 3", Unpublished Service Paper, Boston 
University, 1949. 
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i 
different exercises of various types to teach for the experi-
mental study. 
The lessons which were selected used various devices to 
keep the interest as high as possible. Exercises designed to 
develop auditory and visual perception were given about equal 
emphasis. In a few cases, notably in the review lessons, more 
than one teacher taught the same lesson. 
1 
Fossa's forty~three exercises were based on the following 
beginning sounds and blends: 
b r j 1 p v 0 t d n q w m h f k 
8 y bl fl ol sl pl gl oh wh sh th sw 
tw br or dr fr gr pr tr st sp sm sn 
1 scr J 
Sullivan planned her fifty-six lessons on these word end- ~~ 
ings:. 
ly s est ed ry nw; ies I 1 
Kiernan had forty lessons on endings as follows: 
er sh oh en nt le ok 
1 
Kelley's fifty-two lessons were built to teach the long 
and short vowels and some vowel combinations. 
long a e i 0 u y short a e i 0 u y 
oo (2 sounds) ai ay ee ea oa oe ow (2 sounds) 
ou ue ew 
y op. cit. 
4 
1 
O'Leary had forty-two lessons on final sounds. 
ch er 
2 
le en sh ck nt 
Smith had forty•six exercises on endings. 
ed ies ing ly s est ry 
On the next page is presented Table I "Day-by~Day Lesson 
Outline". This table shows the WJrd elements taught, their 
order of presentation, and the source of the exercises which 
were used by the writer. 
It was necessary for the writer to copy each of the exer-
cises that had been chosen for the teaching experiment. Where-
ever the direc.tions indicated it, the lessons were then multi-
copied for the children in the experimental class. Copies of 
the exercises wrrich were given to the children may be found in 
Appendix B. 
'1/ op. cit. 
gj op. cit. 
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Table I 
Day ... bywDay Lesson Outline 
Time Word Elements Source 
1st. Day Review of p, s, g, k, 1, n, w, y, f, q Fossa v--
2nd Day Review all consonants Fossa l 
3rd Day Review blends br, or, fr, dr, tr, gr Fossa v --
4th Day Review blends ch, sh, wh, th Fossa (.,/' 
5th Day Review blends sp, sm, an, scr, st Fossa t ..... ~ 
6th Day General Review Fossa 
7th Day General Review Fossa 
8th Day General Review Fossa 
9th Day ly ending Sullivan \./ 
lOth Day s ending s-ullivan 1.--
11th Day s ending _, Sullivan 
12th Day a ending Sullivan I 
I 
13th Day se ending SUllivan (·· 
14th Day se ending Sullivan 
15th Day est ending Sullivan L.-- -
16th Day est and ed endings Sullivan \---
17th Day ing and ng endings Sullivan !.-· . 
18th Day er as a final sound Kiernan !,.. • .....- " 
19th Day ch as a final sound Kiernan L-- -
20th Day nt as a final sound Kiernan ~-- ---
Time 
21st Day 
22nd Day 
23rd Day 
24th Day 
25th Day 
2:6th Day 
27th Day 
28th Day 
29th Day 
l30th Day 
31st Day 
36th Day 
37th Day 
8th Day 
9th Day 
Oth Day 
Word Element 
Review sh, nt, le as final sounds 
Rhymes 
Long "i" sound 
Long and short sound of "a" 
Short "e" sound 
Short "e" sound 
Long "o "' so und 
Review "1", "a~, "e", "o" 
Long '"y"' sound 
Review "ee" and 11 ea" 
Review "oo", 11ai", "aw", ''ee", 
11ea", uoa", 11&e", 11ow" 
Rule for two vowels coming together 
"ed11 as a fina 1 sound 
"ed" as a final sound 
11ed" as a final sound 
"ies" as a final sound 
"ing" as a final sound 
Review ly, est, ies, ed, ing, 
s, ed, ing, as final sounds 
11 ly" as a final sound 
Source 
Kiernan ,___ 
Kiernan 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Kelley 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith 
Smith L-
l . 
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Time Word Element Source 
41st Day ly as a final sound s·mith 
42nd Day ch ending O'Leary 
43rd Day er ending O'Leary 
44th Day le ending O'Leary 
45th Day en ending O'Leary 
'· 
46th Day Review ch, er, le, en endings O'Leary L." 
47th Day sh ending 0 1 Leary 
48th Day ok ending 0 1 Leary 
49th Day Review of ok, sh, nt endings O'Leary (_... / 
50th Day Review nt ending O'Leary 
The Following Exercises 
Were Written By 
Mary T. Fossa 
Lesson .ll 
Review of p, s, g, k, 1, n, w, y, f, q 
Say, "You remember we did some work with rings, We 
put a cross in the ring to show where we heard the letter. 
Listen for the 'P' sound in the word 'pan'. Remember? 
We would put the x in the first ring." 
flToday we shall have three rings instead of just two. 
Sometimes we hear a letter in the middle of the word." 
"Listen for the 'b' sound in the word double. Where 
did you hear it? So we shall put an x in the middle ring." 
Put on the board: 
0 0 0 
Provide more practice listening for the middle sound 
in these words: 
"middle 
robin 
hurry 
happy 
finish 
rabbit 
hammer 
garden 
market" 
Say,"Now, we'll do our paper for today." 
(See next page for sample paper) 
9 
:10 
Sample Paper 
Sound ~ 
1. p apple 1. 
2. s present 2. 
3. f half 3. 
4. p puff 4. 
5. w watch 5. 
6. n running 6. 
7. g pig 7. 
a. 1 silly a. 
9. k like 9. 
10. f four 10. 
11. s subway 11. 
12. q quick 12. 
13. k basket 13. 
14. y yellow 14. 
15. g game 15. 
16. f different 16. 
Lesson 12 
Review All Letters 
Game of Look 
Make oaktag cards that are 4" X 6" 
L 0 0 K L 0 0 K 
b l c n n c t b 
j h k v d l y s 
s d m f f p h r 
r g t p w k m s 
L 0 0 K L 0 0 K 
h b k l r s c y 
t j s p m b t k 
m c r 1d l p a h 
• f v g d f j n 
Say~ "Today we are going to play a game called Look. You 
will each have a card and some colored squares. On your card 
there is a letter in each block. If you have the letter on 
your card that is the first letter of the word I read~ you 
cover the letter with the colored square. When you have four 
squares in a row~ shout~ "Look." 
(See next page for words) 
11 
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Words To Use 
yesterday another easy up 
wi. ndow tonight village ioe 
something yard pilot round 
rabbit terrible noise suppose 
wood remember suddenly year 
young nickel rolled neck 
picture perhaps yet turtle 
tomorrow last telephone pennies 
nothing kept wastebasket leave 
carry hiding meet followed 
vines gone light reason 
mouth wasn't hole more 
looking several kitten kitchen 
wild maple go goose 
kind dinner farmer hopped 
hard found balance catch 
feather begin captain candle 
game just joke behind 
dark very rinter jump 
bicycle does don't apple 
II 
I 
1_3 
Lesson 21 
Review Blends br, or, fr, dr, tr, gr. 
Write these blends on the board. 
br or fr gr dr pr tr 
Say, "You may use any of these blends on the board 
to finish these words. 
" 
esh _ought aw iok 
- - -
ead iend oud ink 
- - - -
ee _anoh _ip 
_een 
-
eat ied ow ack 
- - - -
ue um _ot _eam 
-
14 
Lesson 31 
Review blends ch, sh, wh, th. 
Say, "Here are today 1 s review blends: ch, sh, wh, th." 
Put on board: 
shall share sled shop sleet 
-
Say, "From the words on the board pick out those that 
start with the same sound. What are they?" 
Write on board: 
shall share shop 
Say, "Read the words in each row. Write all the words 
that begin with the same sound as the first word in the row .• 
who wi.. nd why whisper west 
child climb chair change clean 
then tree two three thing 
she shovel slow shoe sleep 
that tried this true than 
eheese chicken church cloud clock 
where write while white winter 
the there twelve train think 
when walk wheat wiggle whole 
shake shining slide short sail 
=====ll======J~ 
I 
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Lesson 35 
Review blends sp, sm, sn, scr, st. 
Write the blends on the board. 
Say, ''We have talked about three blends ____ st, sm, 
sn, scr, and sp." 
"Fold your papers in threes and number the Uines from 
one to sixteen. Listen to the words I say and write the 
first blend that you hear. fl 
Dictate: 
1 2 3 
spatter stoop scrub 
spot steal store 
stone scrap stick 
scramble small steam 
storm spider smell 
sera tch snake screech 
still stories starch 
smack scream screw 
sparrow space sneaker 
step stood spank 
scrape smile stand 
smooth speak scribble 
snap start stupid 
spark snow speed 
stop spice station 
Lesson 40 
General Review 
Say, "Read each word carefully. Pick out the words 
in each row that start with the same sound as the first 
wo~d in the row." 
1. sled slow sly glad sleep 
2. two sway twelve twins twinkle 
3. while who shall chicken which 
4. clean swing whisper close clock 
5. green grass climb ground grunt 
6. flash friend flew float flower 
7. please play plenty place pretty 
:17 
Lesson 41 
General Review 
Say, "Today' s work is just like that we did yesterday. 
Read each word carefully. Pick out the words in each row 
that start with the same eound as the first word in the row. If 
train true truck try proud 
change child chimney chair clown 
bridge blue brown bring brother 
shore short sly shiny show 
cream crowd cries crumb cloud 
this that twin then there 
from fresh frog flag friend 
drink done draw dress drum 
Lesson 43 
General Review 
Parchesi 
Thi s game is played like any of the games with a spin 
wheel. Probably no more than four should play at one game 
at once. Small pieces of paper that is colored could be 
used as markers~ Make the board any size desired. 
Say, "In the game today, each child has a chance to 
spin the wheel. You move your marker as many spaces as it 
says on the wheel. If the space where you stop has an 
arrow on it, you must follow the arrow on your next turn. 
Do whatvver it may say on the space where you land." 
"After you spin the wheel and move the marker, you must 
say a word beginning with the sound in the block where you 
land. If you c.an' t think of a word, you must go back to 
where your marker was." 
"The first one to go all the way around the board is 
the winner.tt 
18 
The Following Exercises 
Were Written By 
Eleanor E. Sullivan 
Exercise 4 
]1: 
Here are some words you know. 
slow 
careful 
sure 
quick 
friend 
sudden 
Here are some sentences that can be finished with words 
that you make by adding ly to the words above. 
Write the sentences. 
1. My dog is • 
2. You must eat • 
3. The boys walked very • 
4. The bell rang • 
5. Mother said you may go. 
6. You must hold the baby 
* 
j_g 
Exercise 3 
s 
Here is a story for you to read. Put a line under every 
word that has s on the end. 
"This Christmas I want to see Santa Claus. I want to ask 
him for a big red bus and two books. I want a book about the 
circus and one about Goldilocks. 
Perhaps Santa will bring mother a new dress, too. I will 
ask him to write Mrs. on her box. That•s so she will not pasf 
her presBnts to us. 
Mother will want a book that has news in it too. She 
always sends me to the store for one. 
There is one upstairs now so I guess that's what seems 
best for her. It's something she does not like to miss. 
This week Betty lost her book in the grass. 
Do you think Santa will say 'Yes' to this, or do you 
think he will say, 'What's thatt• Perhaps he will smile as he 
always does." 
(Continued on next page) 
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Here are some sentences for you to finish. Write a word 
in ·each space that makes the sentence right. 
Each word you write must end in s. 
I want to see Santa Claus. (this Christmas) 
2. I want to ask him for a big red. _________ • (bus) 
3. I want a book about the and one about • 
------------ ----------
(circus) (Goldilocks). 
4. Santa will bring mother a new too. 
--------- --------
(Perhaps) (dress) 
5. I will ask him to write __________ on the box. (Mrs.) 
6. ____________ so she will not ________ ~her presents to_· ______ • 
'1. (That• s) (pass) (us). 
7. Mother will want a book that has __________ in it. (news). 
a. She __________________ me to the store for one. 
(always) (sends) 
9. There is one __________ ~now so I. _________ that•s what ______ _ 
best for her. (upstairs) (guess) (seems) 
10. _________ something she does not like to _______ • 
(It 1 s) (miss). 
11. Betty lost her book in the ___________ • (grass). 
12. Do you think Santa will say ________ to this or do you think 
he will say _________ that? (yes) (what's) 
, 
Exercise 2 
Words end in s. 
"Yesterday we talked about words that end in s. 
Lat•s see how many of the words that you can remember &oday. 
(List and place on board as they are given. Help by giving 
clues if children forget.) 
Can you see s at the end of each word? 
Show me the a in this word. (pointing) 
Can you put a little bo:x around the s ? You must say the 
Whole word as you put the bo:x around s • 
Have different children do the words. 
Now let us use our puzzle bo:x and see how many words we can 
make from the pieces. 
(All s 1 s are cut off cards and children put the pieces 
together. Rebuild the list of words.) 
(Continued on next page) 
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Puzzle .!?.2!. 
The children may draw two pieces from a box. If the two 
pieces make a word, the word is written on the board. 
In words where the plural is made by dropping a letter and 
then adding the ending~ the boot word card is constructed with 
a hinge so that the last letter may be folded back to "Hide the 
Part" that is the same. 
a s 
erie s 
doe s 
goe s 
ha s 
i s 
wa s 
23 
Exercise 5 
s 
Here are some words you know. 
Each one means just one thing. 
You can make each word mean more than one by writing s 
on the end. 
How lllllny can you do? 
apple robin bear 
building seed horn 
candle sled rope 
chicken spot shoe 
aloud twin feather 
farmer wiggle stair 
hand present step 
Indian friend weed 
island neighbor wing 
pet wood 
24 
Exercise 1 
se ( s) 
Today we are going to listen to some words that end in !.._• 
Say them after me. 
Dictate: worse, case, else, papoose. 
What do you hear at the end? Yes"s• 
Now lets see if you can say some more words that have s on 
the end. 
Listen: say them after me. 
Nurse, purse, nonsense, promise, caboose. 
Now you watch very carefully. I am going to put some of 
those words on the board. 
What do you see? (Pointing to se). 
Yes, s is not really the last letter but it is the last 
sound you hear. 
Now we shall play our Q,uizz Game and we shall find more 
words just like these. 
Remember•every word yo8 give me must hal8'e s on the end. 
Be careful. 
(Continued on next page) 
1. You must sit down to rest you are tired. (because) 
2. Miee like to eat • (cheese). 
3. When father plays golf he goes around the golf _____ • (course) 
4. A duck looks something like a • (goose). 
5. We can ride on his back. (horse) 
6. We live in it. ___________ (house) 
7. He is little and he likes cheese. __________ (mouse} 
e. When baby is asleep we must not make (noise}. 
9. A polite word to say is • (please). 
10. When I want you to imagine something I say just ____ .(suppose l 
11. When something happens that we do not expect, it is a gig 
• (surprise). 
-----
Exercise 2 
se 
Yesterday we worked hard with words ending with se. 
Let's see how many of these ~rds you can remember today. 
List and place on the board as they are given. 
Now let's look carefully at these words. 
Do you see "se" in each word? 
What part of the word is "se" ? 
· Can you put a little box around it? 
I'll do the forst one. 
I'll say the word as I put the box around se. mouse 
Have different children do the other words. 
(Give clu•• if children have trouble pronouncing words). 
When all the words have been completed use the Puzzle Box 
for all words in this list •. 
If you make a word with your cards you may write it on the 
board. 
If you do not make a word you must put the cards back in 
the box. 
Shake the box. Try again. Build the list on the board. 
27 
Exercise 3 
est 
Here is a little story for you to read to yourselves. Put 
a line under every word in the story that ends in est. 
In the biggest tree in the forest some robins made a nsst. 
They made it in the shortest time but it was the best nest they 
had ever made. When the sun went down in the west the 11 ttle 
robins took a rest. 
Wrtie the answers to these questions. 
Eaoh answer is a word that ends in_!!!. 
1. What word tells the kin~ of tree? (biggest) 
2. Where was the tree? (forest) 
3. What word tells something about the time? (shortest) 
4. What word tells something about the nest? (best) 
5. Where did the sun go down? (west) 
6. What did the robins build? (nest) 
7. What word tells what the robins did when the sun went 
down? (rest) 
I 
Exercise 4 
Play "Tic Tao Too " with words that end with..!£ and ~ 
This game is an adaptation of this fam.ilia;r "Tic Tao Too" .. 
u x· X 
X X 0 
0 0 ...., ,_ 
It may be played by two children or by two groups of 
children ...... •boys a:gainst girls, or side against side. 
If it is played by two groups one group m~ choose one 
ending, the other group may ohoose a different ending. 
A child in the first group gives a word, for example " 
"wanted". 
He writes it in. any box in the diagram. 
One of the children in the aeoond group may give "sang". 
He writes it in any box. 
They continue to give words and fill in the empty boxes 
until a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row shows ~rds all of 
which hage the same ending. 
This side is the winning team. 
(Any misspelled word is any error, and the opposite side 
takes the turn.) 
(Continued on nest page.) 
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Exe~cise 4 
"Tie Tao Too" 
Play 11Tic Tao Too" with words that end with~ and~· 
est ed ed 
best asked laughed 
biggest barked liked 
forest called lived 
nest climbed painted 
rest cried stopped 
shortest danced picked 
west followed played 
happened rolled 
helped smiled 
hopped snipped 
started stayed 
tired. tried 
turned wagged 
walked wanted 
a. 
Exercise 4 
Words that end in ing and ~ 
"Tic Tao Too" 
~ ing ing 
along coming anything 
bang exciting being 
hang having building 
long hiding evening 
sang moving everything 
song riding fishing 
strong shining flying 
young sliding getting 
smiling going 
taking helping 
jumping looking 
morning nothing 
running something 
singing sitting 
working wishing 
The Following Exercises 
Were Written By 
Helen M. Kiernan 
Exeroiae 6 
Draw A Line 
1. Draw a line under fast. (faster) 
2. Draw a line under butch. (butohfr) 
3. Draw a lin! under !!!2.!.• (shoemaker) 
4. Draw a line under corn. (corner} 
5. Draw a line under East. (Easter) 
6. Draw a line under short. (shorter) 
7. Draw i line under cold. (Colder) 
s. Draw a line under farm. (farmer) 
9. Draw a line under near. (nearer) 
10. Draw a line under loud. (louder) 
11. Draw a line under roost. {rooster) 
12. Draw a line under teach. {teacher) 
Making ~ Words 
Put "er" at the end of these words to make new words. 
Write the new words in sentences. 
long corn roost 
fast short 
I 
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Lesson XVll 
Can You Read This? 
Read carefully. Write the correct word at the end. 
1 • . Would you like to eat? 
It is time for (lunch) (brunch). __________ __ 
2. Bob is going to make a fire. 
He needs a (catch)(matoh). ______________ __ 
I 3. Do you see that bird? 
It is on the (branch) (ranoh).of the tree. 
---------
4. It will be summer soon. 
Then we can go to the (beach) (reach). 
--------
5. Would you like some ice cream? 
I have too (much) (suoh). _______________ __ 
6. Soon it will be Easter. 
We will go to (church) (luroh). ____________ _ 
7. Do you feel warm? 
Let us go and sit on the (torch) (porch). 
------
a. I can not read that book. 
Will you (teach) (peach) me? _____________ _ 
9. Jane has a little kitty. 
I 
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Be careful or it will {latch) (scratch) you. 
-------
1
1o. The teacher has ~me pretty papers. 
I There is one for (eaoh) (breach) ohild. _____________ __ 
j 
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Lesson XXlll 
Playing With Words 
Put a box around the words that end with nt. 
1. airport went flat 
2. crawl towel don't 
3. paint west sit 
4. things plant not 
5. about grunt but 
6. different must that 
7. wait wasn't what 
8. runt caught great 
9. soft elephant wheat 
10. against basket tent 
11. bit sent light 
12. start taste tent 
(Continued on next page) 
Game of King of the Castle 
Procedure: One pupil sits on a ohair in front of the 
room to represent the king on the throne. Other pupils take 
turns trying to dethrone the king by showing him a oard with 
a "nt" word written on it. The king remains as long as he 
oontinues to say eaoh word right. 
If the king fails, the ohild who gave him the word takes 
the throne. 
Use the following words: 
aunt grunt 
different isn 1 t 
don't paint 
elephant plant 
wasn't went 
runt tent 
II 
3F 
Lesson XXXll 
Review 
Can You Do This? 
Dire ct i ons: 
Put an_! before the words t hat end in ~· Put an 
_Q before the words that end in nt. Put A before the 
words that end in le. 
little went fresh whole 
don't paint uncle stile 
flash plant thresh maple 
smile turtle wash people 
terrible wish hole grunt 
different bicycle wasn't aJ. nt 
1. I found sh words. 
2. I found nt words. 
3. I found 1• words. 
(Continued on next page) 
3 . . . I 
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Sharp Eyes 
Put a box around them when you find them. 
1. Find pen in open. 
2. Box den in garden. 
3. See the word ~ in kitten. 
4. The big red £!B can be found in when. 
5. Look for the tiny ant in plant. 
6. Do not forget cycle in bicycle. 
7. Do you see hen in then? 
8. Can you find each in reach? 
9. Do you see other in brother? 
10. Do you see over in clover? 
_ __ j 
., 
I 
I 
II 
/! 
,, 
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Lesson XX:XVLl 
Words That Rhyme 
Below are some words which rhyme. Write each word under 
the word below with which it rhymes. 
dish 
stuck 
bunch 
sent 
lunch 
beach 
catch 
bent 
neck 
pick 
black 
then 
peck 
crack 
tea-ch 
sick 
duck 
wl sh 
flash 
matter 
fatter 
dash 
patch 
pen 
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The Following Exercises 
Were Written By 
Priscilla M. Kelley 
Long u1" 
W;rite "i" and"I" on the board. Say, "What is that letter? 
This letter is used in all these words. {Have words on board) 
kite find like time fire high 
Can you read these words for me? {All the class read the 
together). Now listen as I say them. (emphasize I ) 
In eaoh of these words, the letter "i" says its own name. 
When "i" says its own name it has the long sound. 
Say these words after me. First listern for the long soQ 
of "i", then say it so I oan hear it. 
five smile fire hide time kind kite 
Put this list of words on the board. 
slide side skip riding might magic quiet 
"Let•s read them together. Which ones have long "i" in 
tl;lem? Clap your hands if you hear one word not having . long 
Have different children oome to the board and circle the 
words having long "1". 
A practice exercise follows. 
Say, "Read these lists of words and put a circle around 
all the words which have long "i". 
Some words do not have long "i". Be careful." 
40 
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1. it to find bright sat 
2. kite sit big fire line 
3. friend chickens ioe high pie 
4. smiled tiny night ride wish 
5. surprise one milk white bite 
6. lion pig far goat trip I 
I 
7. bit child beside dime egg 
II 
8. fill hide ice hole five 
I 
I 
9. right mind kitchen miss bicycle I 
10. still wise write trap vines 
Review 
Long a and short a 
When..! is short, it sounds as it does in "apple". When a 
is long, it says its own name. 
"I'm going to say some words. As I say each word, I'll oal 
on someone to tell me whether it has long or short a. I will 
write it on the board under either long a or short ..!•" 
hand play day have 
snake am glad Jaok 
last asked Grandmother Jane 
baby oake had make 
at same happy name 
gave came 
"Now, read the words together in the long "a" column. 
Listen for the sound of long "a". 
11Read the words together in the short 'a' column. Listen 
for the sound of short 'a' • Be sure to hear the sound of"·a' 
as it is in •a:pple•." 
"Help the two little pigs build their chimneys. One is 
using bricks made of short 'a' words. The other is using bricks 
of long 'a' words. If you can write a long 'a' word in each 
brick in the long 'a' chimney, then you have helped that pig. 
If you can write a short 1 a 1 word in the other pig's chimney, 
then you have helped him build his chimney." 
42 
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Here ·:{are the \\0 rds to put in the chimneys. 
taste land pay sway Jane 
than ·late rabbit table fair 
train maple sand answer fail 
trap magic sat animal faoe 
W@g paper shake ate pair 
waste pass stand bag 
balance black o~re cap 
carry change crack dance 
Sh o rt 
Short "e" 
"What is our key wDrd for the short sound of 'e 1 ? Yes, the 
key word is t egg'. Here we have so me YD rds which rhyme. We are 
going to read each list and then see if someone can add another 
word to that list. Use these words." 
get bell best hen 
let tell west ten 
yet fell rest when 
n .. - ... m - -
"Here are some sentences. If the sentence could be true, 
put~ after it. If it could not be true, put Q£ after it." 
1. Ten men rode on one horse. 
2. Every day the hen lays an egg. 
3. The presents came from the umbrella. 
4. We will call you on the telephone. 
5. The rest of the girls will take a ride on the merry-go•· 1 
round. 
6. Billy broke his neck when he fell. 
7. The boys ran an errand. 
44 
Short "e" 
Write on the blackboard: 
get bed met left men pet 
Have some children read these words. 
Point out that this "e'' does not say its own name. There-
fore, it 1 s not long. It is short. The short sound of "e" 
II 
J 
sounds as it does in "egg". Have a picture to add to your chart 
(an egg for short "e") II 
"Read these words again after me. First listen for the so un~, 
then say it. 
"Read this list of words. If you hear a word which does 
not have mort "e" in it, clap your hands. " 
presents yellow hunt 
bell bed pencil 
help fresh road 
letter getting this 
b es t h igh 
Wrtie these phrases on the ib-C>a.rd. Have the p8pils read the I 
phrases having mort "e" sounds. Now have beginnings of senten-
lces on the board. Tell the clasa to finish the sentences by 
putting on the proper endins from the list they have already 
seen. 
I 
the bell fell down 
to get dressed will send 
the end kept very quiet 
run an errand left over 
for everybody second year 
1. Have you come to ________ of the book yet? 
2. I on my way to shcool. 
3. Mother asked me to for her. 
4. Is there any cake ______ ? 
5. We are in our in school. 
6. He rang ______ for school to open. 
7. Do I have for ifue party? 
8. The teacher a letter to your Father. 
9. Is there enough ice cream ______ ? 
10. Jack while his Mother was sleeping. 
Long 11 o11 
"'0' is long when it says its own name. Let's read these 
words together. 
both 
rode 
home 
ago 
Listen to 
close 
colder 
open 
also 
hear the ·'o':'! 
toad pony 
go hello 
old over 
boat 
''When you are surprised, you say, 'Ohl" You can remember 
the long sound of 'o' as being the 'surprise' sound "• 
Write these rows of words on the board. Have class read 
the words across each row. Now go back. The teacher has her 
own list of words. She says the first word on her list. A 
child has to find a word from the first row which will rhyme 
with the word the teacher has said. 
Teacher's List 
1. go look mother to so 
2. of how hello sorry no 
3. today open stand your broken 
4. yes read monkey yellow know 
5. told could eat two hold 
6. work too also shop ago 
7. has road woods say toad 
s. cry expect coat board float 
9. hole bright done I' 11 roll 
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Review "i", "a", "e", "o"~ 
"We have learned that '! 1 , 1 o 1 , 'a', 'e', can say two 
sounds. Each has a long and a short sound. 
"What does the long sound of a letter always say? Yes, 
it says its own name. 
"Let's look at our chart which we have for the short sound • 
Who can find the picture of the object we use as a key word fo :r:> 
the short sound of 'i'?" (Have one child point to the Indian 
and say, "Indian". Have another child point to the orange, 
etc., until you have reviewed the short so'ltllnd of "i", "a", "e", 
and "o".) 
"Now let's see how many flowers you can get for your 
garden." (Have flowers with words written on the petals. One 
flower may have only long "e" words on the petals. One flower 
may have only long "o" words on the petals of its flowers. 
Have a flower for all the sounds we have studied so far. Have 
several flowers for the different sounds. If a person can read 
all the words on the petals, he may have that flower for his 
garden. Each person should have a garden for his flowers.) 
(See next page for diagram and words) 
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Words For Flowers: 
Long "i" 
kite find like time might ride white bite lion 
beside bicycle bright child hide ice five kind 
Short "i" 
it sit big in will with did Jill Jim kitten 
little city Dick dinner milk win wish 
Long "a" 
play cake came day Jane make name chair paint ate 
mailbox place race rain wait way gave made same 
Short "a" 
at can am §Sk glad had happy have Jack tag that 
as back ·began Daddy · man sang catch 
Long "e" 
here see me we dear please read she before bega~ 
eat need three tree wee wheat begin behind beside\ 
Short "e" 
Betty get bell best hello helped letter presents 
tell then them went yellow yes bed engine pencil 
Teddy when hen 
! 
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Long "o" 
hello home no open so store yellow road goa,t 
Goldilocks grow ropes ago almost alone also 
coat floa:t 
Short "o" 
dog not on from got box stop doll long shop 
stop soft cost hopped lost lot often pond song 
For the garden have envelopes of construction paper to 
stick flowers into. 
Long "y" 
"Who r emembers what the letter 'Y' sounds like when it 
says its long sound? Yes, it sounds like 1 i 1 • It sounds just 
as it does when 'i' has its long sound. 
"See if you can ' do this word puzzle using only words whic 
have long 'Y' in them." Have this duplicated for the class. 
1. 1. cry 
2. 2. why 
3. 3. by 
+-· 
4. 4. sky 
I 5. 5. fly 
f---
6. 6. sly 
1. Something you do when you are not happy. 
2. A word you say when you ask something. 
3. Something a bird can do. 
4. Something that tells what a fox is. 
5. When you go away you say good • 
6. The sun is in the 
---· 
"Now let's have a treasure hunt for long 'Y' words. Ther 
are many pictures in the box. The cards along the chalk tray 
go with the pictures in the box. We'll take turns. You will 
close your eyes and pick a picture. Then you will find 
word to go with the picture you have drawn." Use these 
for the pictures and cards: why, try, sky, sl 
;J.·,·;t()q Unt\it~rslty 
~\ c i 1 cK~-t (Y( Ed uc '"J. 'ioo 
, ___ Lib! 2.{ . --::;:-;: 
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"ee" and "ea" 
"When tee' comes in a word, the sound is usually that of 
long tet. Read these words with me and see if that is right". 
(Have words on the board.) 
see keep street 
feet need three 
green sleep tree 
Someone circle the 'ee's' in the first list, second list, 
and third list. 
"This also happens with tea'. These two vowels go to-
gether to say the long sound of 'e', too. Read these words witl 
me." (Have these on the board.) 
dear eat clean 
please beat cream 
read each wheat 
"Now circle the 1 ea' as you go over these words. There-
fore 1 ee 1 and 'ea' sometimes have the same sound as long 'e'. 
The two vowels 1 ee' or 1 eat go together to make the one 
sound of long 'e'. 
"The words below have the short vowel sound of 'e' accord ... 
ing to our rule of one vowel in the middle. Now we will change 
it to the long sound by adding another 'e'." 
red fed Ned step ten met 
I 
(See next page.) J 
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"Let's change these words from a short sounding 'e' to the 
long 'e' sound by adding 'a'." 
best her red bed men 
"Remember that teet and tea' have the long sound of 'e'." 
Il
l 
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Review "oo", 11 ai 11 , "ay", "ee", "ea", "oa", "ae", "ow' 
"We have learned the sounds of 1 oo 1 , 1 ai 1 , 1 ay 1 , 1 ee', 1 eal, 
1 oa' , ' oe' , and 1 ow' • •· 
"Today we will play the game of Ten Pins which will have 
words containing these sounds." 
Have a 9 x 12 sheet of oak tag on which are fastened coloJ:• I 
ed circles about an inch or an inch and a half in diameter. ThE 
colored circles should be fastened with a brass fastener or a 
staple so that a slip of paper may be placed underneath it. A 
word should be printed on each colored circle and a numerical 
value from one to ten written under each circle. A set of 
small cards are made on Which are printed the same words which 
appear on the colored circles. 
All the small cards are placed face down on the table. Th~~ 
players take turns selecting a card and placing it under the I 
it also in orde~ colored circle it matches. The child must read 
to get credit for it. Score is kept by keeping track of the 
numbers under the circles. The winner is the person with the 
highest score. Here are the waTds to use on the circles and 
cards: school shook paint stay see goose woods way 
mailbox green roof stood rain play keep room good 
wait may need clean road goes show cream float slow 
board eat roar each yellow please coat afraid own. 
I 
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Rule For Two Vowels Coming Together 
"When you see two vowels together such as 'ai', 'ay 1 , •ue • , 
•ea•, •oa', 'oe•, do you hear both vowels? No. Which vowel 
do you aaually hear? Can anyone think of a rule?" (Try to get 
the rule that says, "When two vowels come together, the first 
is usually long and the second one is usually silent.") 
"In the words below, circle the long somnding vowel and 
cross. out the second vowel." 
Do this at the board orally. 
wait blue street 
see chair Sue 
dear eat goat 
please painted suits 
read road wheat 
Now have the class find the wight word from the above list ! 
to finish each of the sentences below. Use each word only once 
Have this as a written assignment. 
1. Will you _______ pass me the bread? 
2. Father _______ the house yellow. 
3. Nancy lives on Green • 
----
4. You must ______ for dinner before you may eat that 
cookie. 
5. Here comes Father's car doV'.rn the 
-----· 
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THE FOLLOWING EXERCISES 
WERE WRITTEN BY 
ESTHER P. SMITH 
ed 
Pass out a sheet of paper to each child. 
Oral Directions 
"Draw two lines on your paper so as to divide it into 
three parts. On top of the first column put 't', on top of 
second column put 'd', and on top of the last column put 'ed'•" 
"Today we are going to listen to words and see if we 
can hear the sound oft, d, or ed in them. In the word 'creakec' 
what sound do you hear on the end~ Under which letter would we 
put it? Yes, you may put 'creaked' in the column that has rtr 
at the top." 
"Listen to these words and see if you can put each 
word under the correct letter sound." 
Words to be dictated 
creaked 
arrived 
darted 
decided 
delighted 
jolted 
belonged 
danced 
walked 
barked 
crooked 
waded 
56 
~endings on words 
Written directions on work sheet. 
Write these words "t1 th the ending ~· 
Example: count ed 
-
counted 
1. dart ed 
2. delight ed 
3. gather ed 
4. follow ed 
5. climb ed 
6. walk ed 
7. pick ed 
8. jump ed 
9. turn ed 
10. finish ed 
11. cross ed 
In the words you wrote find the word to make each sentence 
below correct. 
1. We the street when we see the yellow light. 
2. Teddy into the automobile. 
3. Mary her lesson on time. 
4. The dog the boys down the street. 
5. The class were to go to the high mountain. 
57 
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Written directions: 
Find the word from the list below that will fit in the 
sentence. Write the word in the sentence. 
to 
The 
lived 
followed 
picked 
Tim and Nancy 
the place where 
dog and 
pointed 
barked 
walked 
smiled 
jumped 
followed 
belonged 
fed 
tried 
the man down the street. The man 
he and as he saw his dog coming. 
up to greet Nancy. She him up and 
toward the house. Tim and helped her put the dog 
where he • They wanted to feed him, but his master 
said he had already been • 
Correct the exercise with the class. When they have 
finished, have the children read their answers orally. 
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Directions for teachers 
Wrtie the following words on the board. Have the children 
say them as they are written. 
lady cooky penny story baby 
Oral directions 
"Today I have a piece of colored caalk which I am going 
to let you use to make words from the list that you ·see on the 
board. To make these words we erase the "y" and put 11 i 11 in 
its place. We then add "es". 
"Who would like to do the first one?" 
"What word did she have first?" What word does she have 
now? Is the meaning of the word changed?" 
"Tom, wi 11 you point to the second word and give a sen-
tence with it? Jack, will you change the word with the colored 
chalk and eall upon someone to pronounce it and give a sentence 
with it. If they can do it, they may call on someone to change 
another word and put it into a sentence. 
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Written directions: 
Tim is trying to put his words in 
alphabetical order. Can you help him ? 
Make a neat column beside this list. 
during 
among 
belong 
thing 
greeting 
lying 
being 
swing 
banging 
looking 
wishing 
exciting 
flapping 
pudding 
spring 
during 
nothing 
plaything 
string 
willing 
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Words Which Sound Alike 
Written directions: 
Find the words that have the same sound on the end as the 
words in the first column. 
Example:~ sand band 
1. fly 
2. easily 
3. biggest 
4. ring 
5. walked 
6. decided 
7. nest 
8. pennies 
ladies 
ring 
---
talked 
delighted 
sing 
barked 
July . 
ugly 
west best 
reply hardly 
king cookies 
darted interest 
during flying 
chest 
~========F============================================================---==W======== 
Written directions: 
s 
ed 
ing 
Write the correct word in each of the ~ · sentenc e s. 
work works working worked 
1, At first they only on Saturday. 
2. Jack is to make money for a bicycle. 
3. He is in his father's store each afternoon. 
4. Jack likes to in the store. 
walks walking walked 
1. Tim can to school by himself. 
2. He to school last year too. 
3. Sometimes he with his brother. 
4. They are ___________ together this morning. 
5. Betty __________ home from school with Tim. 
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Written directions: 
1. Look through the following words and draw a circle 
around all the words that end with the same sound 
as fly. 
2. Look through the words again and underline every word 
that ends with the same sound as the word suddenly. 
Be sure you do it just right. 
Billy lonely family 
easily silly only 
slowly lovely quickly 
exactly early surely 
finally really jolly 
hardly reply wooly 
friendly ugly July 
only carefully 
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Oral directions: 
"Today we will see how sharp our ears are. Some people can 
hear better than others because their hearing is better, or 
because they really listen. Let us see how many words you can 
hear that have the same sound at the end as the word slowly. 
Let us all say slowly. What is the ending sound? What sound 
we listening for? 
"Every time you hear a word that ends the same as slowly, 
put a check on your paper. Listen and be ready to put your 
marks down only when the word ends the same as slowly." 
Dictate: 
many chest pony early 
loudly worry wooly hardly 
sorry reply baby glass 
barked hardly lonely slowly 
ladies dry fina_lly February 
silly exactly reply really 
stories carefully lovely fly 
July angry marry class 
decided every grocery 
ugly easily gulls 
THE FOLLOWING EXERCISES 
WERE WRITTEN BY 
KATHLEEN M. O'LEARY 
Practice With ch As A Final Sound 
Here are some words tha't you can read. Add ch to each of 
1
these words to make a new word and write it on the line. Write 
the new word in one of the sentences below. 
pat_ pea_ 
bran_ it 
-
ben pit_ 
ran pin_ 
-
tea cat 
-
The dog is trying to the cat. 
2. The kitten climbed to the highest of the tree. 
3. I am going far away to visit Grandfather's 
----· 
4. Will you me how· to play that game? 
5. Bill is going to for the school ball team. 
6. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to ________ you. 
7. Let 1 s see if the tree is in bloom. 
----
8. Try to sit on the ____ quietly. 
II 
9. Mother will have to 
______ the rip in my trousers. ,. 
The bite that the bug gave me is starting to ----• II 10. 
~--
1 
I 
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Lesson 9 
Prac tic• With er As A Fin" 1 Sound 
Write the missing words on the blank lines. 
colder 
1. Isn't the weather ___________ ? I think today is ______ __ 
2. 
than yesterday • 
drive driver 
My father is a truck. _____________ • 
back to school on his way to work. 
fast faster 
He will. ____________ us 
3. Bill can run. _______ than I can. He runs a.lmost as ___ _ 
as the wind. 
helper 
4. I tried to be a good~ ______ and ___ ~my mother as much 
as I can. 
leader 
5. Mary will _______ the way to the secret hiding place. If 
you follow the _____________ you will know the way. 
~ louder 
6. Try not to t~lk so _______ • The _________ you speak, the 
more noise there is. 
pitch pitcher 
7. Jack is _____________ on our ball team. We picked him 
because he can. ________ better than the other boys. 
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Lesson 14 
Practice With LeAs A Final Sound 
Draw a line from each word on the left, to the word on the 
right that is made from it. Draw a circle around the le at the 
end of each of the big words. 
chuck needle tramp trample 
crack crackle start startle 
need chuckle bund gentle 
spark twinkle gent handle 
twink sparkle hand bundle 
cat ripple can tinkle 
bad cattle tink candle 
rip bubble sing pickle 
sad saddle pick hurtle 
bub paddle hurt single 
beet tackle 
trick nibble 
tack beetle 
speck speckle 
nib trickle 
1. 
Lesson 19 
Practice With!£ As A Final Sound 
Write the missing word on the blank line. 
broke broken 
Tommy dropped the dish and it. Mother 
to sweep up the pieces. 
fright frighten 
told him 
2. The dog gave me a when he barked. I wish he would 
be quiet and not me. 
froze frozen 
3. The lake over during the might. I think it is 
over hard enough to skate on. 
golden 
4. The fairy has yellow hair. It is the color of • 
-----
We can say that she has hair. 
stole stolen 
5. The horse has been~ _____ from the barn. Would you 
know who __________ it? 
wood wooden 
6. Children in a far away land wear shoes made of • 
It must be funny to wear shoes. 
straight straighten 
~. Will you please help to the chairs? The room 
will look neater if the chairs are in rows. 
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Lesson 23 
Review of ch, er, le, en as final sounds. 
Draw a line from each word in the column at the left to 
the word in the column on the right that is made from it. 
Draw a line around the part that has been added. 
chick patch hard cracker 
pat corner tink tinkle 
corn handle could hunter 
gold chicken hunt harder 
hand golden crack couJ.dn't 
fright farmer ran handle 
help teach hand hatch 
oat catch have ranch 
farm frighten in haven't 
tea helper hat inch 
pea bunch 
spark peach 
bun sparkle 
wood bubble 
bub wooden 
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Practice With ,!h As A Final Sound 
"Here are some vo rds that have sh at the end. Write each 
one in the sentence where it belongs. " 
splash push fish 
fresh dish brush 
flash foolish hush 
finish wash wish 
1. Try not to the water on the others. 
2. I that every wish I make could come true. 
3. Children should play outdoors in the air. 
4. Do you always ________ your work? 
5. Take the _________ down cellar with you. 
6. The cookies are in the flat 
----· 
7. Did you see the big ________ that Father caught? 
8. To keep my hair neat, I _______ it each morning. 
9. I watched the circus man _____ the animal cages. 
10. We must be careful not to _______ in line. 
I Jl_ 
Listening For ck As A Final Sound 
"Let's listen carefully to these words that end with ok 
(sound) that we learned yesterday." 
Dictate: 
"luck whack deck duck stick" 
"Did you hear ok (sound) at the end of each word? I'm 
going to say them again and you repeat them after me." 
"Now I'm going to say some more words. If you hear one 
that does not end with ck (sound), clap your hands. 
Dictate: 
"neck quack quick kill speck 
clock trick rook jacket kick 
duck back cracker flock black 
deck nickel pack rook peck 
whack o'clock knock chicken sick 
pick slick quicker thick struck 
pocket kick nick stick or.aok 
chuck struck truck struggle slack" 
l_ 
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Review Of ok, sh, nt As A Final Sound 
"Today's words end in sounds with which we have been 
working. I'm going to say some words. You tell me the sound 
you hear at the end of each word. Listen carefully." 
Dictate: 
"meant 
foolish 
push 
look 
quick 
whack 
wash 
splash 
block 
duck 
point 
flash 
count 
print 
plant" 
"Fold your paper into three columns. At the top of the 
first column write ok. Write sh at the top of the second 
column and write nt at the top of the third column. Look at 
the words on the board. Write each one in the column where it 
belongs." 
Write on the board: 
quick paint agent plant 
amount trick brush push 
meant count knock flash 
thick print wash brick 
point dish oraok rush 
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Practice With nt As A Final Sound 
"Yesterday we listened for words that ended with nt 
(sound). We hear nt (sound) at the end of these words." 
Dictate: 
"Went print moment amount paint" 
"Did you hear nt (sound) at the end of each word?" 
"Can you think of some words that end with nt (sound)?" 
''Would you like to play a game with words that end in 
nt (sound)?" 
"Let's see who can blow the most bubbles." 
Directions For Blowing Bubbles 
Make 66 circles, each one inch in diameter. Make it from 
colored construction paper to represent bubbles. The teacher 
has a piece of oak tag on which is pasted a bubble pipe. 
Each child draws one circle at a time from the envelope. 
If he can say the word, he may place the circle on the oak tag. 
He arranges his circles as if they are bubbles being blown from l 
the pipe. This game is best adapted to small groups, and it 
may be played with a pupil teacher. 
(Continued on next page.) 
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I 
Write each word below on two circles. 
!I 
absent elephant plant I, 
agent front pleasant II 
amount giant point 
aunt grunt present 
can• t haven't print 
sent hunt cent 
count isn't tent 
didn't meant wasn't 
different merchant went 
disappoint moment won't 
doesn't paint wouldn't 
Selection and Status of Popula,tion for Experiment 
This study was conducted in an average school district in 
an industrial city. Two third grades in the same school were 
selected for the experiment. 
The children in both the experimental and control groups 
came from the same socio-ecomomic backbround. Both groups had 
been exposed to the same reading system since entering school. 
There were twenty-four pupils in the experimental group 
and twenty-four in the control group. The experimental group 
had thirteen boys and eleven girls. The control group con-
sisted of fourteen boys and ten girls. 
At the beginning of the study it was necessary to find 
some means of measuring the word analysis abilities of both 
groups. A test~ which was built by Doris Nason was chosen for 
the beginning phonics test. 
The writer administered the phonics test in the experimen-
tal group and the regular classroom teacher gave the test to 
the control group. In this way the natural classroom situation 
was maintained. The tests were mimeographed and scored by the 
writer. 
A copy of the preliminary phonics test and directions for 
administering it mJY be found in Appendix A. 
After the phonics test had been scored, a check of the num-
ber of errors on ea.ch item was made. An anal.ysis of the error:::: 
in this test may be found in Table 2 on the next page. 
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TABLE II 
ERRORS IN PHONICS TEST I 
Item Element I Number Item Element Numbe ~ 
Tested of Tested - of 1 
I Errors Errors 
I 1 beginning f 0 21 final b 10 
I 
2 beginning _! 0 22 final .s. 4 
II 
3 beginning .B. I 0 23 final s 6 
I 4 beginning 1 1 24 final f 8 
I 
5 beginning ! 2 25 . final c 
I 
12 
-
6 beginning 1.. 2 26 beginning £ final k 3 
7 beginning k I 2 27 beginning ~ final ch 4 
8 beginning v I 4 28 beginning fr final ~ 7 I 
I 
9 beginning .E.!. ' 0 29 beginning d final t 7 
- -
10 beginning dr 3 30 beginning r final k 7 
- -
11 ' beginning th 12 31 beginning g! final d 10 
12 beginning bl 10 32 beginning b final 1 9 
-
13 beginning ch 5 33 beginning c final 1.. 18 I 
14 I beginning .9.!:! 5 34 beginning h final ~ 6 
15 beginning wh 1 
' ! 
35 beginning ~ final sh 1 I 
I I 
16 rhyme ing 7 36 begi~ning ~ final .! 7 • I 
17 rhyme ent 15 
-
37 beginning tr final d 12 
-
18 rhyme an 11 38 beginning st final £ 4 
-
I 19 rhyme us 15 39 I beginning 1 final g 9 -
20 rhyme ook 16 40 begiP~ing g final t 15 
I 
Before the experiment began an intelligence test was admin~ 
istered to both groups. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence 
i 
Tests for third grade was given to all children in both the 
experimental and control groups. The writer administered the 
tests to the experimental group and the classroom teacher super· 
I vised the tests in the control room. The writer scored all the 
tests. 
Table III shows the mean chronologica 1 age for the experi·· 
mental group is 8.3 as compared wi. th 8.7 for the control group .. 
The control group has a four month advantage in chronological 
age. 
The experimental group's mean mental age is 8.6. The mean 
mental age of the control group is 9.0. This shows that the 
control group is 6 months older mentally than the experimental 
group. 
I TABLE III ---------::..::..:;~----
Group 
Control 
Experimental 
Mean Chronological and Mental Ages 
Number 
24 
24 
c. A. 
Mean 
8.7 
M. A. 
s. D., Mean 
10.85 9.o 
9.24 8.6 
s. D. 
6.54 
7.80 
1/ Kuhlmann, F. and Rose Anderson, Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests, 
Educational Test Bureau, Philadelphia, 1940. 
This shows that the control group is chronologically four 
months older than the experimental group. It also shows that 
the control group is mentally six months older than the experi·· 
I 
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mental group. I 
Figure I A and B shows the distribution of the chronologic~l 
ages for each group. The range for the control group is from 
7 years 7 months to 11 years 9 months. t The experimen ta 1 groupl~ 
range is from 7 years 6 months to 10 years 7 months. 
Figure II A and B shows the distribution of mental ages 
for each group. The range for the control group is from 7 year 
5 months to 10 years. The experimental group ranges from 7 
years 1 month to 10 years 3 months . The figures may be found 
on the following pages. 
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Construction of Tests 
After the teaching period of the experimental group was 
completed another phonics test was administered to both groups. 
This test was an extension of the first phonics test that had 
been given at the beginning o! the teaching period. The first 
phonics test had been checked for item difficulty. The finding 
of this check were compared with the errors made in the classes 
of the other participating teachers. 
The order of the items in phonics test one was rearranged 
as far as possible to coincide with the findings on item 
difficulty. The ten items vhich were found to be the hardest 
in the first test were used as a basis for constructing twenty 
additional items that were added in phonics test two. These 
twenty additional items tested the same word elements as the 
ten hardest items in .phonics test one. The format of phonics 
test two was very similar to the pattern used in the first 
test. 
A copy of phonics test two w.ith directions for administer-
ing it may be found in Appendix A. 
The classroom teacher administered the test to the control 
group and the writer supervised the testing in the experimental 
group. All the tests were scored by the writer. 
Because spelling is so closely associated mth auditory 
and visual discrimination it was determined to find out how 
these exercises effected spelling. 
As soon as a teacher dictates an isolated word to a class, 
she has done much toward the spelling of the word. The group 
of teachers who were conducting the experiment felt that people 
are s eldom, if ever, called upon to write words in colunms. 
It was decided to test spelling by dictating short sen-
tences. These sentences were to contain both familiar and new 
words. The familiar words were inserted to give all the child-
ren a feeling of confidence. The new ·words were made up of 
word elements that had been presented in the experimental 
exercises. Only the forty new words counted as a score in the 
test. The writer scored all tests. 
I 
A oopy of the spelling test and its directions may be 
in Appendix A. 
found 
It was also considered necessary to administer a reading 
achievement test so that the two groups could be equated at the 
conclusion of the experiment. The Metropolitan Elementary 
l 
Reading Test Form R for grades three and four was given. 
1/ Metropoli tan Achievement Tests, New York: World Book Co., 
I 
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I 
The aim was to note how training in auditory and visual percep-
tion effected reading. The classroom teacher administered and 
acored the reading achievement test for the control group. The 
writer administered and acored the reading tests in the experi-
mental group. 
The results of these several tests have been studied and 
the data analyzed in Chapter II of this se.rvioe paper. 
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CHAPrER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
I 
CHAPrER II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were a,nalyzed to determine the effect that the 
auditory and visual discrimination exercises had on reading 
and spelling in the third grade. 
The study concerned the following: 
a. The increased power of the pupils' sense of 
audibory discrimination in the sounds of words. 
b. The increased power in the children's visual 
perception of words. 
c. The effect of these exercises on reading 
a chie vemen t. 
d. The effect of these exercises on spelling. 
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TABLE III shows the results of the preliminary and final 
group phonics tests. 
TABLE III 
Phonics Tests 
Test Group Number Mean S. D. S. D. Diff. s. D. Critic a 1 
M. M. Diffe Ratio 
-
I Control 24 34.58 5.81 1.21 
.46 1.81 .25 
I Experimenta 1 24 34.12 6.50 1.35 
II Control 24 55.04 5.26 1,10 
.62 1,86 .33 
II Experimental ij4 54.42 6.62 1.38 
i 
In the preliminary phonics test (Test I) which was admin-
istered before any teaching was done the mean score of the 
experimental group is 34.12, while the control group 1 a mean 
score is 34.58. This difference was in favor of the control 
group, but the critical ratio of .25 shows this difference not 
Ito be statistically significant. The chances are 18 in 100 that 
lthis is a true diff erence. 
I The final test shows that the mean score for the experimen-
tal group is 54,42 compared with 55.04 for the control group. 
~he critical ratio of .33 shows no statistical significance. 
~he chance s are 24 in 100 that this is a true difference. 
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TABLE LV 
f 
j 
I 
I ' j 
Comparison of the Means in the Two Phonics Tests 
Initial Diff. S. E. Final Diff. s. E. Gain s. E. C. R. 
Me an Score of Mean Score of Gain of 
Initial Final Gain 
.46 1.81 .62 1.86 .16 2.59 I .06 
Subtracting the initial difference of the mean .46 from 
-
the final difference .62 gives a gain of .16. When the critical 
ratio of these differences is computed the result is .06 which 
is not statistically significant. 
I 
The means of the final test were much higher than those of I 
the preliminary test probably because only forty items were used 
/ in the first test while sixty items were used in the final test. r 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of scores for the prelim-
inary phonics test. The range for the control group is from 
17 to 40, and for the experimental group from 15 to 40. 
Figure 4 shows the distribution of scores for the final 
phonics test. The scores for the control group range from 40 
to 60, while the experimental group ranges from 33 to 60. 
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TABLE V shows the results of the Metropolitan Elementary 
1 
Reading Test, Form R, for grades three and four. 
TABLE V 
¥etropolitan Reading Test 
Group Number Mean s·. n. S. E. 
M. 
Diff. 
M. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
Critica l 
Ra.tio 
Control 24 4 yrs. 3 mo. 9.30 1.94 
.26 2.42 .10 
Experimental 24 4 yrs. 0 mo. 7.02 1.46 
In the reading test which was administered immediately aft e 
the teaching period the mean score for the control group is 
four years and three months and the experimental group's is 
four years. The critical ratio of .10 shows this is not statis-
tically significant. The chances are 8 in 100 that this is a 
true difference. Both groups are very similar. 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the scores for both 
groups on the Metropolitan Reading Test. The range for the 
experimental group is from 2.9 to 6.2. The range for the oon-
trol group is from 2.5 to 5.7. 
];/ op. cit. 
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TABLE VI 
Spelling Test Scores 
~==~==~==~====r=~~==~==l 
S.D. S. E.l Diff. S. E. Critica l Group Number Mean 
M. / M. Diff. Ratio I 
Control 24 25.62 11.10 2.27 / 4.14 j 3.o5 1.35 I 
1----~~--~--~, - I Experimenta 1 24 29.76 9. 99 2. 04 j J 
In the spelling test which was administered immedia,tely 
after the teaching period the mean score of the control group 1 
is 25.62 compared with 29.76 for the experimental group. The 
critical ratio is 1.35, slightly higher than the control group, 
but still not significantly different. The chanceB are 82 in 
100 that this is a true difference. 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of scores for each group. 
The range for the control group is from 1 to 40. The experi-
mental group's scores range from 8 to 40. 
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CHAPI'ER III 
' 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of 
specific exercises for auditory a'nd visual discrimination on, 
1. The increased power of the pupils' sense of 
auditory discrimination in the sounds of words 
2. The increased power in the pupils' visual percep-
tion of words 
3. Actual reading scores 
4. Spelling. 
The material used in the experiment was designed to devel 
op a keener sense of auditory and visual discrimination. Thes 
exercises were taught for ten minutes a day for fifty succes-
ive school days. There were twenty-four third grade pupils in 
each group. 
A preliminary phonics test was given to the experimental 
• and control groups. A final phonics test was constructed to 
measure auditory and visual discrimination at the conclusion 
of the teaching program. A spelling test was also built and 
administered to both groups at the end of the experiment. A 
standardized reading test was given at the conclusion of the 
experiment to determine the effect of these exercises on read-
ing. Both groups were equated chronologically and mentally. 
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i . 
Conclusions: 
1. In the phonics test that was administered at the be-
ginning of the experiment, the control and experimental groups 
were very close. The difference of the means was only .46 in 
favor of the control group. At the conclusion of the experi-
ment the mean score for the experimental group was 54.42 com-
pared with 55.04 for the control group. The difference of the 
mean was .62 in favor of the control group. However, the 
difference between the initial and final means showed a gain of 
.16. When the critical ratio of 
the result was .06 whick was not 
these differences was computed [ 
statistically significant. I 
2. In the Metropolitan Reading Test which was given at 
the end of the experiment the control group was superior to tb.e 
experimental group. The critical ratio was .10 which is not a 
significant difference statistically. A reading test had not 
been given at the beginning of the study. As a result, there 
was no measure of reading growth in the two groups during the 
course of the experiment. The mean mental age of the control 
group was 6 months in advance of the experimental group, and 
the chronological age of the control group was 4 months better 
than the experimental group. It probably would be safe to say 
that the control group's better reading mean might be due to 
I 
I 
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that cause. 
3. In the spelling test the experimental group was 
superior. When the difference in the means of the two groups 
was figured, the critical ratio was 1.35 in favor of the 
experimental group. The chances are 82 in 100 that this is a 
true difference. It would seem that specific training in 
auditory and visual discrimination improves spelling. 
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CHAPTF..R IV 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
I. On these same two groups of children: 
1. If a reading test had been given at the beginning of 
the study would it show an advantage for the experi-
mental or control group? 
2. If a spelling test had been given at the beginning 
as well as at the end of the experiment would the 
experimental group show a greater gain than the contro 1 
group? 
3. What would be the results if the scores on the phonics 
test and reading test were correlated? 
4. If pairs were taken from the groups, matching mental 
and chronological age, would there be differences 
showing in the reading scores for the pairs? 
5. If the data were analyzed for sex differences, would 
the various measures differ? 
6. What would be the results if a delayed reading, 
spelling, and phonics test were given to the two 
groups? 
9f 
II. Research with new groups of children: 
1. What would be the result if the same type of experi-
ment were done using a much larger school population? 
2. How would training in word -analysis increase the rate 
of learning in word recognition in third grade? 
3. Would these exercises help children in remedial 
reading classes? 
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APPENDIX A 
TESTS 
98 
Directions for Phonics Test l 
(The words on the children's papers are not in their vocabulai•ies 
and are not to be pronounced either by the teacher or by the children 
during the test. Unfamiliar words were deliberately chosen in order 
to test the visual transfer of the sounds in the words pronounced. 
While there is no time limit, move along rapidly from one item to 
another.) 
Today we are going to play a game with some brand-new words. We 
are going to see how well each of you can hear sounds and then find 
the letters that make the sounds. 
(Write padlock barberry .vegetable on the blackboard.) 
Look at the words on the blackboard. Which one has the same 
sound at the beginning as ball? 
-----
, put a circle around the word that begins like ball. 
(Have one child go to the blackboard and draw a circle around the 
correct word.) 
Now look at the row number one on your paper. Draw a circle around 
the word .in row one that begins with the same sound as fall. 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the directions.) 
In row two put a circle around the word that begins like summer. 
Row three--Mark the word that begins like gate. 
Row four-•Mark the word that begins like ladder. 
Row five--Mark the word that begins like today. 
Row six-•Mark the word that begins like yellow. 
Row seven--Mark the word that begins like kite. 
Row eight--Mark the word that begins like visit. 
Row nine--Mark the word that begins like plant. 
Row ten--Mark the word that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--Mark the lOrd that begins like third. 
Row twelve--Mark the word that begins like black. 
Row thirteen--Mark the word that begins like chair. 
Row fourteen-·M~k the word that begins like quick. 
Row fi f teen--Mark the word that begins like White. 
(Write theae words on the blackboard:· harmonica muskrat bent) 
Now, listen to the sound you hear at the ~ of hat. Look at 
the words on the blackboard. Which word rhymes with hat? 
with 
' 
draw a circle around the word that rhymes with £!!• 
(Have one child mark the word that rhymes with ~) 
Look aj the words in row 16. Find and mark the word that rhymes 
sing. 
Row 17-... Mark the word that rhymes with sent. 
Row 18•-Mark the word that rhymes with ran. 
Row 19-... Mark the word that rhymes with bus. 
Row 20-•Mark the word that rhymes with rook. 
This times, listen to the sound at the very end of cried. Then 
find on the blackboard (rorehead crimson different) the word that 
has the same ending sound as oried. 
----
1 Mark the word that ends with the same sound as cried. 
(Have one ohild mark the word that has the same final consonant as 
cried.) 
Find Row 21. Draw a circle around the word that ends like .2£Bbe 
Row 22--Mark the word that ends like flag. 
Row 23-•if.ark the word that ends like bus. 
Row 24 .. •Mark the word than ends like halt. 
Row 25 ... wMark the word that ends like ;eicnic. 
For the rest of the game you will have to listen and look very 
· carefully. You a:re to find the word that begins and ends like the word 
you hear. Whioh word on the blackboard (figure fault~met) ·begins 
and ends like feet? 
(One ohild is to mark the oorreot word.) 
Look at Row 26. Mark the word that begins and ends like park. 
(Check individual responses before continuing.) 
Row 27-•Mark the word that begins and ends like watch. 
Row 28N•Mark the word that bwgins and ends like frighten. 
Row 29•wMark the word that begins and ends like dirt. 
Row 30-"Mark the word that begins and ends like rook. 
100 
Row 31-... Mark the word that begins and ends like glad. 
Row 32-... Mark the wcr d that begins and ends like bell. 
Row 33-•Mark the word that begins and ends like oandy. 
Row 34-.,.Mark the word that begins and ends like ~ 
Row 35--Mark the word that begins and ends like rush. 
Row 36•.,.Mark the word that begins and ends like marbles. 
Row 37-•Mark the word that begins and ends like tried. 
Row 38•-Mark the word that begins a.nd ends like stop. 
Row 39• ... Mark the word that begins and end8 like lli.!. 
Row 40-... Mark the word that begins and ends like !!£b. 
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Name Grade School 
1 tranquil familiar vagabond 21 crowd grasp job 
2 matter rapidity ~Separated 22 flutter blood tug 
3 geyser capitulate petal 23 lol!:!l bantam lynx 
4 luck differ wanderer 24 locul!t hearty grief 
5 deck temperature highway 25 piccolo fantal!tic benefit 
6 wil!dom yatch volcano 26 peacock derrick pardon 
7 gal!oline kaolin lariat 27 water workbench lurch 
8 · fault vein weight 28 frontier frozen tradition 
9 document blossom plentiful 29 davenport disease protect 
10 jonquils drouth bronco 30 rotation remark needleworli: 
11 thorough favor tattered 31 claimed glistened glee 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 32 bullet farewell bushel 
13 choice confer classic 33 candidate generally cordially 
14 guard creak quotation 34 helium happiness loom 
15 thistles whirled hatchet 35 rusty radish foolish 
16 silky remembering napkin 36 noodles margin measles 
17 senator department stimulant 37 dreamed transfer trampled 
18 specimen caravan t'affil! 38 stirrup stir clamp 
19 bungalow radius I!Wil!h 39 jog jib fig 
20 roster struck drydock 40 rot nicest notion 
Directions for Phonice Test 11 
(The words on the children's papers are not in their vocabularies 
and are not to be pronounced either by the teacher of by the children 
during the test. Unfamiliar words were deliberately chosen in order 
to test the visual transfer of the sounds in the words pronounced. 
While there is no time limit, move along rapidly from one item to 
nother.) 
Today we are going to play a game with some brand-new words. We 
are going to see how well each of you can hear sounds and then find the 
letters that make the sounds. 
(Write padlock barberry vegetabl~ on the blackboard.) 
Look at the words on the blackpoard. Whick one has the same sound 
a* the beginning as ball? 
-------' put a circle around the word that begins like ball. 
(Have one child go to the blackboard and draw a circle around the 
correct word.) 
~02 
Now look at the row number one on your paper. Draw a circle around the 
word in row one that begins with the same sound as fall. 
(Check the papers to see that all have understood the directions.) 
In row two put a cirole around the word that begins like summer. 
Row three~•Mark the word that begins like gate. 
Row four•wMark the word that begins like ladder. 
Row five"~Mark the word that begins like toda1• 
Row six-~Mark the word that begins like yellow. 
Row seven-~Mark the word that begins like kite. 
Row eight••Ma~k the word that begins like visit. 
Row nine--Mark the word that begins like plant. 
Row ten--Mark the word that begins like dress. 
Row eleven--Mark the word that begins like third. 
Row twelve--M~k the word that begins like black. 
Row thirteen-~1~rk the word that begins like chair. 
Row fourteen--Mark the word that begins like quick. 
Row fifteen--Mark the word that begins like white. 
Row sisteen--~~k the word that begins like quiet. 
Row sevent•sn--Mark the word that begins like blaze. 
Row eigbteen-~Mark the word that begins like quack. 
Row nineteen--Mark the word that begins like blue. 
1_03 
This time, listen to the sound at the very end of cried. Then find 
on the blackboard (forehead crimson different) the word that has the 
same ending sound as cried. 
1 mark the word that ends with the same sound as cried. 
(Have one child mark the word that has the sam~ final consonant 
as cried.l 
Find Row 20. Draw a circle around the word that ends like crab. 
Row 21-... Mark the word that ends like flag. 
Row 22--.Mark the word that en de like bus. 
Row 23 .. -Mark the word that ends like half. 
Row 24--Ma:- k the word that ends like J2ionio. 
Row 25-... Mark the word that ends like slab. 
Row 26--Mark the word that ends like grab. 
For the rest of the game you will have to listen and look very 
carefully. You are to find the word that begins and ends like the 
word you hear. Which word on the blackboard (figure faUit helmet) 
begins and ends like feet? 
(One child is to mark the correct word.) 
Look at Row 27. Mat:' k the word that begins and ends like park. 
(Check individual responses before continuing.) 
Row 28-~Mark the word that begins and ends like watch. 
Row 29-·Mark the word that begins and ends like frighten. 
Row 30••Mark the ward that begins and ends like dirt. 
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Row 31--Mark the word that begins and ends like rook. 
Row 32 .... -Mark the wcr d that begins and ends dike glad. 
Row 33-.. Mark the word that begins and ends like bell. 
Row 34-·Mark the word that begins and ends like bandy. 
Row 35 ..... Mark the word that begins and ends like ~ 
Row 36 ...... Mark the word that oegins and ends like ~· 
Row 37-... Mark the word that begins and ends like marbles. 
Row 3s ....... Mark the word that begins and ends like tried. 
Row 39--Mark the word that begins and ends like stop. 
Row 40-·Mark the word that begins and ends like 
..1.!8:.. 
Row 41-•Mark the word that begins and ends like ~ 
Row 42--Mark the word that begins and ends like oratt;t. 
Row 43--Mark the WDrd that begins and ends like ~ 
Row 44--Mark the word that begins and ends like babl• 
Row 45 ...... Mark the word that begins and ends like net. 
1_05 
(Write these words on the blackboard: harmonica muekr~t ~) 
Now, listen to the sound you hear •t the ~ of hat. Look ~t 
the words on the blackboard. Which word rhymes wlth hat? 
____ , draw a circle around the word th&t rhymes with hat. 
(Have one child mark the word that rhymes with hat.) 
Look at the words in row 46. Find *nd mark the word that 
rhymes with sing. 
Row 47--Mark the word that ~hymes with sent. 
Row 48"•Mark the word that rhymes with~ 
Row 49-·Mar k the word that rhymes with bus. 
Row 50-~Mark the word that rhymes with rock. 
Row 51-•Mark the word that rhymes with bent. 
Row 52--Mark the word that rhymes with clock. 
Row 53-"Mark the word that rhymes with ~ 
Row 54-~~ k the word that rhymes with thus. 
Row 55--Mark the word that rhymes with ring. 
Row 56--Mark the word that rhymes with chant. 
Row 57-•Mark the word that rhymes with lock. 
Row 58-•Mark the word that rhymes with ~ 
Row 59-wMark the word that rhymes with fuss. 
Row 60--Mark the word that rhymes with thing. 
• 
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Nanne Grade School 
1 tranquil familiar v.agabond 16 quarrelsome guide cream 
2 matter rapidity separated 17 br•akfast blunder raise 
3 geyser capitulate petal 18 quotient guess crafty 
4 luck differ wanderer 19 brilliant blossom drapery 
.-5 deck temperature highway 20 crowd grasp job 
6 wisdom yacht volcano 21 flutter blood tug 
7 gasoline kaolin lariat 22 loss bantam lynx 
8 fault vein weight 23 locust hearty grief 
9 document blossom plentiful 24 piccolo fantastic benefit 
10 jonquils drouth bronco 25 slender clasp crib 
11 thorough favor tattered 26 crisis gratitude drab 
12 broadcast blizzard domestic 27 peacock derrick pardon 
13- choice confer classic 28 water workbench lurch 
14 guard creak quotation 29 frontier frozen tradition 
15 thistles whirled hatchet 30 davenport disease protect 
'· 
31 
32 
.. 33 
34 
.35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
rotation pemark needlework 46 silky remembering napkin 
claimed glistened glee 47 senator department stimulant 
bullet farewell · bushel 48 specimen caravan raffia 
candidate generally cordially 49 bungalow radius swish 
helium happiness loom 50 roster struck drydock 
rusty radish foolish 
noodles margin measles 
dreamed transfer trampled 
stirrup stir clamp 
jog jib fig 
rot nicest notion 
credulous happily capacity 
but nearest number 
51 bathroom bonanza apartment 
52 c~atter shamrock thick 
53 citizen librarian miracle 
54 thimble Columbus crush 
55 reason harvesting cousin 
56 champion imigrant student 
57 lancer slick burdock 
58 pagan camel denizen 
44 basketball properly beautifully 59 business alumnus radish 
45 accident naughtiest nebulous 60 thimble rumbling rosin 
SPELLTNG TEST 
Dio·tate the whole sentence twice. Then dictate the sen-
tenoe phrase by phrase. Have the children write the phrases 
as you sa.y them. 
1. Bobby saw the clowns do funny tricks. 
' 
2. We went to visit Grandfather at his ranoh. 
3. The children gave the balloons to the little baby. 
14· The boy started to olean his coat. 
5. What time did you awake this morning? 
6. The boys found the pennies on the street. 
7. Billy is the funniest boy in the room. 
8. The string was hanging loosely from the box. 
9. The lovely litt~ e girl was walking slowly to the swing. 
10. Please bring me the box with the dented side. 
I 
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